Fine feature of the Warm Springs Ave. Range is the area used by Professional Jack Burrell in giving lessons. This area is an extension of the tee line at the right, but shielded from the rest of the tee line and from the parking lot by panels of vertical slats which admit free movement of air yet afford a maximum amount of privacy for teacher and pupil.

**Idaho's Attractive New Range Designed for Comfort**

Boise, Idaho golfers have the last word in golf range facilities available to them in the year-old Warm Springs Avenue Golf Driving Range. The accent is on eye-appeal throughout this ultra-modern layout, achieved through efficient functional design.

The first thing to hit the golfer's eye is the baked enamel aluminum awning covering the entire tee line, built on steel supports constructed to withstand a 120-mph wind!

The tees are mounted on a base constructed like a conventional floor, with joists topped by vertical grain fir flooring sealed with tung oil and painted. The entire base is anchored to a concrete foundation.

Tee surfaces are 'Flexi-mats' with latex nylon strips in the hitting zones and containing 9 x 21 inch Fuller Brush Company tampico brush mat inserts for fairway wood and iron practice. Each tee area measures 11\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet in width and each is equipped with Tee Queen automatic tees. Tees are separated by sturdy, neat pipe guard rails and there is an electric buzzer system at the disposal of each patron on the tee line that can be used to order additional balls or other service from the range office.

Range lighting standards are placed fifty feet apart, twenty-five feet behind the tee line, with Crouse-Hinds floodlights mounted thirty feet above ground level. Each pole carries one wide angle, two narrow beam and two medium beam width, 1,500 watt units.

The range area is fan-shaped, 150 yards wide at the tee line and spreading out to more than 300 yards in width at the farthest limits of the fairway. The depth of the range is over 300 yards from tees to back of range.